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ABSTRACT 

The main purpose of the study was to establish the effects of National language (L1) as supplement to English 
Language (L2) in teaching and learning Motor Vehicle Mechanics (MVM) Trade as a pre- requisite course for Automobile 
Engineering training in Technical Colleges. This was because of the massive failures of students in the said subject 
compared to other related engineering courses. Four specific objectives were stated to guide the study. Four corresponding 
research questions and two hypotheses respectively were stated based on the objectives and were tested at 0.05 level of 
significance. The design of the study was Quasi experimental (None equivalent) design covering all Technical Colleges in 
the State that offers Motor Vehicle Mechanics (MVM) Trade. There was no sampling technique used. Twenty multiple 
choice objective questions were administered by the researcher and the research assistant after face and content validation. 
Test- Retest method was used to determine the reliability of the items. Data collected were analyzed using mean, standard 
deviation and t-test. The results showed that the students taught (MVM) Trade using L1 as supplement performed 
significantly better and had positive attitudes towards MVM trade than those taught using L2.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Medium of instruction (L1) in this paper is the 
language of communication between the students and the 
teacher. This is the language a child used to and can 
communicate with fluently from his/her childhood to 
adulthood stage. 

Motor vehicle mechanics (MVM) trade course is 
one of the core subjects in Technical College curriculum 
in Nigeria leading to the focus of Automobile Engineering. 
Evidence, however abounds that the students are not 
performing well in the subject and other science subjects 
for example in, physics and mathematics in their final year 
and pre-degree Examinations, respectively (Nabteb, 2003); 
(Hillock et al., 2013); (Bamforth et al., 2005); (Adamuti-
Trache et al., 2013). It has been noted that there was 
persistent failure rates of the college students in Technical 
and science subjects, for example; technical drawing, 
Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics over the years 
(Perkin, 2011); (Beanland, 2010). This was because when 
students find learning of concepts difficult in a subject; 
they end up hating the subject.  

The practice of introducing English language to 
the children and weaning them from L1 too early in 
schools alienates them from the languages and the 
indigenous culture. Such alienation accordingly, leads to 
confusion of thought, language and adoption of non-
discriminatory attitude towards L2 and cultural influences 
(Miller and Bradbury, 1999). This restriction of the role of 
the L1 as medium of instruction to the lower levels in 
education accordingly has been described as being rather 
unfortunate and basically a perpetuation of the colonial 
spirit by the ruling elite. 

However, research findings reported by the Hong 
Kong Department of Education revealed that students in 
L2 English-medium-instruction (EMI) were more passive 

in classes while those in the L1 Chinese-medium - 
instruction (CMI) were more active and creative in class 
discussions. It is also reported that students in the Chinese-
medium classes performed better than those in English-
medium classes in both Chinese and English on the Hong 
Kong Certificate of Examination (Lau and Yuen, 2011). 

In The Ife Six year Education Project, the only 
ever been the boldest experiment in the use of L1 
(Yoruba) as a medium of instruction in Nigeria, the 
operators employed new methods of coining, borrowing, 
and translation of words in order to make the L1of 
instruction in the experimental group while the control 
group switched from L1 to L2 for classroom activities. A 
comparison of the achievement scores indicated a 
consistent statistically significant superiority of the 
experimental group over the control group (Fafunwa et al., 
2004) 

A similar study conducted in Turkey indicated 
that students that were taught “Energy” in L2 had more 
misconceptions, than those in the L1 (Turkish-medium) 
group. Thus, the L1 of a learner (Turkish medium) seems 
to be more facilitative in comprehension and application 
of science concepts than a non-indigenous L2. It should 
therefore, be noted that instruction in one’s national 
medium encourages a child to acquire desirable skills and 
attitudes (Kocakulah et al., 2005).  

In research findings, the personalization outcome 
states that from beginning to the end of addressing a 
student in a formulating multimedia instruction in a 
special way, the student’s achievement can be improved. 
This outcome can be explained with higher social 
charisma, with stronger self-reference or with more 
awareness of personal communication. Based on these 
explanations, by means of a local dialect instead of foreign 
language it can furthermore advances the student 
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performance. As great number of Austrian students 
viewed a historical evident of computer network, 
the students were assigned randomly to single cell of 
formal or personalized national German or Austrian 
dialect between-students factorial design. The results 
confirmed the personalisation as a greater effect of 
retention and high performance. So also, the result showed 
a greater significant finding for both interaction and factor 
speech on the learners’ interest (Rey and Steib, 2013).  

In another development, an intervention report 
study of improving students literacy in South African 
schools of using the L1 of the country for instruction, it 
was confirmed that; using the L1 and the L2 rather than 
their dialect enhances students performance with 
additional high value attached to the media, but in a 
favourable learning environment. So, also, accordingly, it 
affects students that come from different languages other 
than the two media of instruction in test (Sailors et al., 
2010).  

Apart from the language of instruction, attitude to 
medium of instruction has been identified as another factor 
that affects students’ achievement in science. While 
attitude affects achievement, achievement in return affects 
attitude, which emphasized that attitude could be positive, 
negative or ambivalent. Positive attitude could most likely 
result in high achievement; ambivalent attitude could be 
associated with medium achievement, while negative 
attitude could most likely lead to low achievement (Mirza 
et al., 2013).  

One of the impediments to the effective teaching 
and learning accordingly has been as the result of neglect 
of L1 for instruction. As reported that technology and 
science education students are believed to be 
underachieving academically as a result of the language of 
instruction. Accordingly, Language as a medium of 
communication determines largely students’ achievement. 
It is the vehicle of thinking that helps a child to understand 
whatever knowledge is being imparted unto him/her; 
hence language and thought like body and soul are 
intricately interwoven (Laufer, 2009). It therefore becomes 
imperative for exploring by means of empirical evidence 
the effect of L1 in delivery of teaching and learning of 
MVM for determining students’ performance. 
 
METHODOLOGY 

This paper was examined based on quasi-
experimental (non-equivalent control group research). The 
research often is dependent upon the natural setting in 
which the research was investigated.        

The research article explored the opportunity of 
collected data in the situations where nature has performed 
or is performing her own experiment. This design controls 
all the threats to both internal and external validity such as 
history, maturation, testing, experimental mortality, 
statistical regression, selection bias, instrumentation and 
interaction. These are factors jeopardising internal and 
external validity of experimental findings (Sambo, 2005). 
This examination design is diagrammatically presented as 
follow: 
 
Ge   X   Y1 
GC Y2; Where; Ge was the experimental group, Gc was 
the control group. Y indicates that subjects were not 
assigned randomly but intact classes were used for the 
treatment, X indicate treatment group. However, in this 
article, the design is presented as follows: 
 
Ge1       Y    X1    Y1 
Ge2       Y    X2    Y2 
Gc         Y             Y1 
 

In this paper, G1 and G2 were experimental 
groups and Gc was the control group. Only the 
experimental (L1) groups were given treatment. The 
control group was taught MVM in L2 medium. Four 
topics were selected for the treatment and were broken 
down into smaller teachable units using the comprehensive 
lesson plans and lesson notes for the instruction. The 
treatment was done during the normal lesson periods two 
times a week for four weeks. The treatment was done 
simultaneously to each group. The groups were taught 
different topic at a time, but chosen from the topics 
selected for this article. 
 
RESULTS  

The presentation of the result followed the 
research question to the hypothesis to justify the 
experimental finding of the outcome. In answering the 
research question, mean and standard deviations were 
employed as statistical tools and t-test was used to test the 
hypothesis at 0.05 level of significance. 
 
Research question  

What are the students mean achievement in 
MVM trade when taught using L1 as supplement and L2 
as the medium of instruction? 

 
Table-1. The means and standard deviations of the students’ scores in 

MVM trade after treatment (post-test scores) using L1and L2. 
 

Groups N  SD 
Experimental (1) 25 50.08 9.70 
Experimental (2) 25 47.20 14.49 
Control 26 38.38 8.49 
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From Table-1, the experimental group (1) had the 
highest mean score of 50.08 with the corresponding 
standard deviation of 9.70. This was followed closely by 
the experimental group (2) with the mean score of 47.20 
with its corresponding standard deviation of 14.49 in 
MVM achievement test. The control group scored the 
lowest mean score of 38.38 with the corresponding 
standard deviation of 8.49 in the same test. L2 proved to 

be faulty or inappropriate because the control group scored 
the lowest mean score in the MVM trade achievement test.   
 
Null hypothesis (HO)  

There is no significant difference between the 
mean achievement of the students when taught MVM 
Trade using L1 as supplement and L2 for the instructions. 

 
Table-2. T-test Result of the mean achievement scores of the students in MVM trade 

when taught using L1 as supplement and L2 for the instruction. . 
 

Group N  SD df Standard t-cal. t-Critical Decision 
Experimental 50 48.64 11.05 74 0.46 3.27 1.66  

Control 26 40.54 9.82     Reject Ho 
 

Table-2 shows t-test analysis of the mean 
achievement scores of the two groups when taught MVM 
trade using L1as supplement and L2 for the instruction at 
0.05 level of significance. T-calculated was found to be 
3.27 and the t- critical was 1.66. Since the t-calculated is 
greater than t-critical, the Ho was rejected.   
 
Findings 

L1 was confirmed to be the most facilitative 
medium of communication in teaching and learning at 
technical college level. Using L1 for instruction created 
positive academic performance of students towards MVM 
trade. Significant difference exists between the mean 
achievement scores of the students towards MVM trade 
when taught using L1 as the medium of instruction. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the outcomes of the paper, the 
following conclusions were drawn: 

Poor performance in the NABTEB examination 
and apparent lack of communicative language among 
MVM trade students at the technical college levels in 
Adamawa state confirmed the bases for this study. Among 
the two teaching media investigated for teaching and 
learning of MVM trade, L1 yielded the best result. This is 
because students taught using L1 scored the highest post-
test mean scores and standard deviations.  

Finally, as an approach to effective teaching and 
learning, it requires that teachers should be encouraged to 
use the language L1 for communication during teaching 
and learning of MVM. Therefore, there is no doubt based 
on the result of this paper, if L1 is integrated into MVM 
teaching and learning it will yield higher academic 
performance results in MVM  in Technical colleges. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 Based on the findings and conclusions of the 
study, the researcher recommended that: 
 
a) Technical teachers should be encouraged to use L1 in 

teaching and learning of MVM trade for making 
learning real and concrete. 

b) Workshops and seminars be organized for technical 
teachers and in particular for the MVM teachers on 
the use of L1 to communicate to the learners in 
teaching and learning of technical trade subjects  

c) Principals, supervisors and directors of technical 
education should encourage the use of L1 mandatory 
for teaching and learning of technical/ vocational 
trades at technical college levels. 
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